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The Identity of She Stats
TheIdentityofShe.com: 88K visits | 30K page views | 31.5K unique visitors (avg. 3K visit/month | 10K page views/month

Instagram:  22K followers | 324K weekly impressions  | 14K weekly reach | 1K reach per post 

Twitter: 1K followers    Facebook:  1.7K followers | 100+ daily engagement  Email: 300+ subscribers

THE IDENTITY OF SHE (TIOS) is an equality 
organization & clothing brand promoting self-love, 
inclusivity and being whoever you want to be. The 
brand has been seen on Buzzfeed and NBC, as well 

throughout the globe including the U.S, Canada, 
Australia, Italy and many other countries. TIOS has also 
been featured in Amber Rose’s subscription box! 
Learn more about The Identity of She at 
www.TheIdentityofShe.com.

WHY YOU SHOULD PARTNER WITH TIOS

TIOS has a very popular Instagram page and large following reaching 30K+ 
accounts every week with an average of 324K+ weekly impressions. We are 

TIOS’s apparel sales are reaching double projections annually averaging 
almost $2K in monthly sales. Sales are continuing to grow rapidly.

agency, and numerous bloggers, models, professional dancers and socialites
throughout the globe.

TIOS has a full marketing and production team including a graphic design team,
web design team, photography and videography team and will create custom 
creatives, campaigns and visuals for our partners and clients.

/THEIDENTITYOFSHE@THEIDENTITYOFSHE @IDENTITYOFSHE

TIOS provides apparel for women, men and kids in sizes S - 6XL in over 100 
various styles. We are an inclusive brand that believes in providing apparel for all. 

Our i



MAGAZINE SPONSORSHIP
The Identity of She publishes a quarterly printed magazine called 
Dear Body Magazine. Every quarter, TIOS launches a Creative 
Media Challenge asking all creatives to submit artwork relating to 
self and body image. We take all of the entries and publish them 
in a magazine. We started this magazine to provide an opportunity 
for models, photographers, writers and other creatives, 
but to also ensure that multiple body types, ethnicities, and 
genders are celebrated in printed form. 

Sponsorship Includes: 
- Sponsor featured in 3-4 pages or more in Dear Body Magazine
- Sponsor showcased on the magazine cover 
-  TIOS’s team will write a full feature on the sponsor and publish it 
on our website 
- TIOS will post the brand on our social media for the entire quarter

EVENT SPONSORSHIP
The Identity of She hosts several events throughout the year
promoting inclusivity, body positivity and self-love. We have done 
events in Phoenix, Denver, Los Angeles, New York and many other 
cities. We are wanting to partner with organizations and collaborate
on various events and further spread of message of self-love and
female empowerment. 

Sponsorship Includes: 
- Sponsor heavily promoted at our events on all signage promoting
  event 
-  TIOS’s team will write a full feature on the sponsor and publish it 
on our website 
- TIOS will post the brand on our social media during the entire 
promotion of the event
- Opportunity to plan event(s) together and cross promote

WHOLESALE OPPORTUNITIES

COST STARTING AT $300

The Identity of She produces and sells over 50 items of apparel 
ranging from sizes S-4XL. We sell primarily online but are also 
in a couple of speciality boutiques - one in Phoenix and another in 
Wisconsin. We are looking to expand the brand and get inside more
stores and boutiques.   

Wholesale Pricing:
- Wholesale cost is retail cost minus 50% (or more depending on
  order quantity)  
-  No minimum quantity 
- Opportunity to include exclusive styles and merchandise in your 
boutique or store
- Opportunity to collaborate on new apparel styles, slogans and 
merchandise variations 
- Opportunity to co-brand and cross promote while ultilizing TIOS’s
resources

BRAND ENDORSEMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
The Identity of She grew rapidly primarily due to several women 
and organizations that have continously supported the brand. We 
are wanting to endorse more brands by highlighting their 
accomplishments, showcasing their products on our social media
and featuring more brands in everything that we are doing 
creatively.    

Opportunities For Brand Endorsement:
- Send product to The Identity of She and we will review it and 
  promote it on our website, social media and magazine   
-  Invite The Identity of She to attend an event of yours and publish
   an event review on our website, social media and magazine
- Hire The Identity of She to speak at your event and we will 
cross-promote and utilize our Marketing team and resources  



Our Projected Numbers

Our Numbers
Since 2016 when The Identity Of She first started, we have been 100% boot strapped without retaining 
any additional funding or loans. From 2017-2018 we nearly tripled our sales. We are projected to double our sales in 2019. With additional 
funding, we can put more dollars into production and advertising which would give us a bigger advantage of getting a higher return. If we 
stay on our current trend, we anticipate reaching $2,454,375 in sales by 2023. 

2016 Numbers
Total Cost: $8,607.46
Total Sales: $3,689.24
ROI: -57.12%

2017 Numbers
Total Cost: $8,286.70
Total Sales: $6,017.04
ROI: -27.38%

2018 Numbers
Total Cost: $14,606.10
Total Sales: $17,401.44
ROI: +23.89%

2019 Numbers (To Date)
Total Cost: $11,406
Total Sales: $10,183
ROI: -10.73%

Our Timeline

2019 Projected Numbers
Total Cost: $30,000
Total Sales: $34,000
ROI: +13.33%
We have increased our advertising cost 
to 30% of our sales and we believe that 
will allow us to double our revenue. 
We are also organizing the business to 
streamline more areas of profit such as 
Dear Body Magazine and more local events.  

2020 Projected Numbers
Total Cost: $60,000
Total Sales: $85,000
ROI: +41.67%
By continuing to streamline
our dollars and increasing 
our advertising costs,
we should be able to 
grow 2.5x by 2020.  

2021 Projected Numbers
Total Cost: $150,000
Total Sales: $233,750
ROI: +55.83%

2022 Projected Numbers
Total Cost: $375,000
Total Sales: $701,250
ROI: +55.83%

2023 Projected Numbers
Total Cost: $1,031,250
Total Sales: $2,454,375
ROI: +138% 2017-
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Our Areas Of Spending
2018

Total Cost: $14,606.10
Total Sales: $17,401.44
ROI: +23.89%

$1,750 left in merchandise at the end 
of 2018 
(70 garments at avg. sale price $25) 

11% Of Sales Spent Towards 
Advertising

52% Profit Margin

2019
(To Date)

Total Cost: $11,406
Total Sales: $10,183
ROI: -10.73%

$2,800 left in merchandise at the end 
of May  
(112 garments at avg. sale price $25) 

21% Of Sales Spent Towards 
Advertising

55% Profit Margin

2,082.07

7,375.43

321
138
175

836.7
270.3376

Advertising

Apparel Production

Marketing Materials

Website Fees

Mentoring

Staff Pay

Staff Travel

Business Bank
Account Fees

2019 Areas Of Spending



Sales Method
Influencer Marketing
TIOS currently has several influencers
that post on their Instagram and social 
media accounts in exchange for 
apparel. These influencers help us in 
generating sales. Some of our 
influencers are also ambassadors 
(which are like our sales women) and 
earn 20% of generated sales through 
their specific promo codes. In the past 
12 months our total payout for our 
ambassadors was no more than $500. 
In the future, we will continue to run 
an ambassador program and we will 
adjust the residual percentage to 
ensure that we are not spending more 
than 10% of total sales. 

Events / Vendor Booths
TIOS currently sales at various events 
in Phoenix, Los Angeles, Vegas and 
many other events in the U.S. 
To cut our costs we collaborate with 
other business owners and split our 
vendor booth cost, the cost of travel 
and lodging. Our vendor booths make 
around $500 on average and can 
make more depending on the variety 
on sizes and the different styles we 
bring. Vendor booths are great for 
networking and advertising and we 
often see an increase in online sales 
the week after a vendor booth event. 
Also, because of our mission we 
sometimes get the opportunity to 
vend for free or discounted rates. 

Giveaways
TIOS participates in several giveaways 
and we often giveaway stickers and 
magazines at our events. We also like 
to do Instagram Loop giveaways with 
other businesses as a way to cross 
promote. As we grow in sales we plan 
to invest more into our giveaways. 
Most giveaways provide us with 
Instagram followers, email subscribers, 
Youtube subscribers, as well as the 
ability to have additional freebies to 
put inside our orders so that we can 
increase our customer retention and 
provide an incentive for them to 
purchase from us again. 

Facebook/Instagram Ads
We currently run a very effective Facebook/
Instagram campaign with a Facebook pixel 
placed on our website. We re-market to 
every website visitor through Facebook and 
we also target lookalike audiences alongside 
website visitors. We set up a conversion 
based campaign that has provided great 
results to our sales and our traffic on both 
Facebook and Instagram. 

Our current campaign results: 
Spend: $811.03
54,684 reach
48 purchases ($1,440 in sales)  
$16.90 cost per result  

Google Shopping 
We have Google Shopping ads set up 
and have recently started a Google 
Shopping campaign. We are looking 
forward to seeing those results soon. 

 

Youtube
We have a Youtube channel and are 
currently running ads on Youtube. Our 
Youtube video campaigns are currently 
getting a view for only one penny. As we 
continue building our channel and 
advertising our Youtube campaigns we 
believe that Youtube will help us in 
gaining partnerships and sponsorships 
and in gaining more conversions. 

Social Media 

Organically, we are able to gather sales 
through our various social media platforms 
with Instagram being our most engaged 
platform. We post 6 times a day and engage 
on every platform. Also, we are tagged and 
reposted every single day and our social 
media will continue to aid us in growing sales.  

(Facebook / Instagram / Pinterest / Twitter

Dear Body Magazine

We currently produce a quarterly magazine
called Dear Body Magazine. We sell
advertising space and also offer
sponsorship opportunities through both
the magazine and social media. We 
are planning on gaining more sponsors 
and advertisers in the magazine so that we
can continue to get more funding for TIOS.

(Advertisers, Sponsors & Partners)



Our Differentiators
What makes The Identity Of She Different From 
Any Other Clothing Brand? 

Where Our Apparel Has Been Featured
Buzzfeed  NBC  Brut America  Lifetime Amber Rose’s Subscription Box  CNN 
Amber Rose’s Slut Walk 2016, 2017, 2018      Phoenix Fashion Week       Apparel Seen On Celebrities: Mariah Lynn, Tori Brix, Jazzmyne Jay

Influencers: The Identity Of She has been able to solidy over 100 influencers, both nationally and internationally that range in Instagram 
followers of 50K to 500K followers. These influncers have a strong presence in the body love space and provide exponential exposure
which has helped in increasing our sales. 

1. As a four year startup with very limited funding The Identity of She has been able to showcase diverse 
bodies and provide clothing for sizes S-6XL in various styles. 

2. TIOS has been able to positively market the business as a cause based business with a business model similar 
to TOMS Shoes. According to FourweekMBA.com TOMS Shoes' business model is called one-for-one. It means 
that for each pair of shoes sold, the company gives one pair back to kids in developing countries. 
Our business model is very similar in that with every t-shirt sold we are providing more opportunities for 
creatives, writers and entrepreneurs through our organization.

     - TIOS hires female entrepreneurs to compensate them to help them fund their businesses.

    - TIOS has a printed and digital magazine, Dear Body Magazine, which is a free resource for creatives,  
    models, writers, artists, and photographers. Every quarter we launch a creative media challenge with a theme
    surrounding body image and we feature the best submissions in our magazine and also on TheIdentityOfShe.com.

    - TIOS holds an open forum blog on TheIdentityofShe.com for anybody needing to release some creativity and 
    write something important to them about identity. Some of our best articles are from young women in third world 
    countries giving their perspective on women’s rights. 
   
    -  TIOS provides free resources and reduced cost resources for women such as dance and fitness classes, self-love 
    parties and free advice through our social media and Youtube channel. 

    - TIOS partners with numerous organizations and specialists such as a suicide prevention specialist, an eating 
    disorder specialist and mental health organizations to help women and men that struggle with self hate and 
    body dysmorphia.  

Largest Size Of Popular Retail 
Brands

ADIDAS 
(womens)

BRANDS SIZE

2XL

NIKE
  (womens) 3XL

FASHION NOVA 3XL

VICTORIA SECRET
SPORT  XL

THE IDENTITY
OF SHE 3XL - 6XL

STATS
According to Today.com the average 
size of a woman in the U.S falls between 
a size 16 -18 which is an XL.

According to Statista.com the women’s 
plus-size apparel market generated 
about 20.4 billion dollars in sales in 
2016, up from 17.4 billion dollars in 
sales three years previously. 


